Wedding Package:
My package is as follows:
Before the wedding day I usually find it a good idea to a sort of preliminary photo session
with the couple in a setting of their choosing. This is done informally so that the couple
can get used to the idea of being photographed as many people are not used to being
photographed and also so I can get used to interacting with them as well. It all goes into
making the official day that more smooth running. If you do decide to contact me, we can
go into this in more detail.
X150 photos of your choosing.
Black and white ( sepia) photos of the bridal couple depends on what you want.
X3 CD's 1) The Couples. 2) The Grooms Parents 3) The Brides Parents as well as the
Album.
The photos will be arranged and bound into book format with a hard cover
I stay for six hours. This is from the time I get to the brides place to the cutoff time at the
reception.
The photos include: Portraits of the bride, service, family photos, couple photos and
reception ( i do try to take photos of every table with the couple so that every person at
the wedding is recorded), speeches, ist dance, cutting of the cake, throwing of the garter
and bouquet.
The couple photos will take about 20 min to half an hour and will follow a theme which
will be discussed on the Monday evening prior to the wedding. These photos will be
converted to black and white as well as a sepia tone and written to the CD-ROM for the
couple to choose from.
As the photos are all digital, and hundreds are taken during the wedding which will give
you that much more to choose from
My rates are: R6500.00 incl VAT.
Non refundable deposit is: R3000.00
The difference is to be paid upon delivery of the photos.
I look forward to hearing from you.
Kind regards

Greg Groenewald
083 491 4436
gdesyn@gmail.com

